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I,astmet Maximilian Büsser in MandarinOriental Hotel Hong kong. The lirst question

he asked alter arriving was "Where did you buy

it?" He meant my shirt.

Paris, 1replied.

"Whichbrand?"

"Stanbrige."

He laughed joyously,as 1lound that he was

wearing exactly the same shirt, which leatures

some unique designs 01 the brand. We are

common inour love 01 this Paris-onlyshop.

Not long alter he lelt 1received my MB&F

Horological Machine 1. Surprise came even

belore 1unwrapped the watch: a cool ETRO bag

in the parce!. Stripes on grey cloth, purple lining.

suitable size. Il is my lavourite!

1was in London winter last year when a

Iriend brought me the ETRO's boutique. 1loved

the bag at first glance. It looked great, it was

chic, but seemed a bit effeminate. 1did not buy

it, but 1 has lallen in love with the brand and

snapped many 01 its clothing, yet 1had not seen

the bag inAsia again. Sometime, 1would miss il.

So you can imagine how overjoyed 1was when 1
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could now receive it '1ree", not ta mention the one

1 got is a MB&F 1 ETRO crossover special edition,

50, it is now clear that 1 and Max share

similar tastes. An industry compatriot told me

he could have never imagined me ta buy a HM1.

Why not, 1 replied. The maker of the watch

shares similar tastes with me,
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When Max, who had just left Harry Winston,

showed me the watch last year in Four 5easons

Hotel Geneva, 1 was instantly attracted by its

extraordinary appearance. 1 asked Max its

priee, and even to his surprise, 1ordered one

immediately alter he replied. That's the story

"spending a million in 5 minutes" (HM1 is listed at

CHF162,OOO,or HK$1.125 million) Timmy Chiu

so fond of teasing me.

50 just why do 1 love this unconventional

watch? l've asked myself this question

too. 1 think it is because the watch's design:

strange shape, eccentric layout, it is simply an

outstanding watch, inside and out. Many people

eye factors like "investment" or "value" when

choosing a watch. Not me. 1 like avant-garde

style, vivid colours, and enjoy wearing a watch

people that attracts attention. On top of these,

mechanical innovation matters a lot to me too.

Back then when Max was leading Harry Winston

Rare Timepieces, the brand created a string of

pieces that matched these criteria, like the !irst

six watches of the Opus series. Among them 1

like Opus 3 most, because it looks nothing like

what people think a "watch" should be.

HM1 is a watch of exceptional concept and

character. ln my eyes, Max has just put it ail

out to come up with it. He maintained a close

working relation with a number of independent

watchmakers when in charge of Harry Winston,

and together they had created some improbable

marvels, something the brand called Opus.

These pieces were made to build up the brand's

reputation, and no matter how high the priee was
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The two barrels on the crown side (Below) are wound by hand. while the pair on the other side are wound by the rotor
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prolitability was unlikely. So at later stages the

value 01 project was questioned, and Max told me

he lelt Harry Winston alter Opus was called off.

Yet as Opus 7 was still there to greet the world

at Baselworld in 2007, it is not known whether it

is the legacy 01 the old management, somebody

had changed their mind, or even Opus has never

been called off. As outsiders we would never, or

need to know the true reason behind.
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The 22K gold rotor is signed Maximilian Büsser and Friends, whlle the movement bridge bears Peter Speake-Mannand Laurent Besse's signature
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1970s Japanese cartoon
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Max named the company he established

alter leaving Harry Winston Maximilian Büsser

and Friends as he has continued wo'rking with

those independent watchmakers, He has been

fast tao, creating a prototype merely in half-a-

year, which was the watch he showed me in

Geneva in April 2006, The meeting was originally

set up as Max wanted ta invite me ta be a

consultant ta his company, but it turned out ta be

a "shopping" event for me, and Max did not give

me the staff priee!

Somebody said the 8-shape outlook of HM1

looks like a pair of glass, but 1think it looks more

like a periscope, Bath circles measure 42mm

in diameter, sa the watch is big, or eye-catching

as it placed them into one, It is a heavy watch

tao, but the adroit design has made the watch

spreading on wrist horizontally, unlike many

other big watches which protrude outside the
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wrist. With two layer-rich subdials, the one on

the lelt houses the hours hand and the right one

plays host to the minutes hand and a co-axial

power reserve hand. Both subdials leature a

vertically-placed sapphire crystal bridge imprinted

with hour indexes at 1/5 hour internai and 175

hours respectively. My suggestion alter actually

using the watch is that the subdials should swap

position with each other, as minute could only be

viewed because the hours subdial is covered up

by the sleeve. The watch was designed by Eric

Giroud, who spent 300 hours to come up with it.

He has seen his lame rising alter this work, as

l've learnt that he has been approached by some

brands to design watch cases lor them.

Between the subdials is a tourbillon.

Looking closely, there are traces suggesting that

the carriage came lrom STT (now a Bovet's unit),

especially viewing lrom the back. But MB&F has

given it a complete overhaul and relined mirror

polishing at the highest standard. The carriage

did not have the commonly seen vertical bridge

but a unilateral, cock-style one. Used by a lew

brands only in modern time, what 1 remember

most about this kind of tourbillon bridge is the

pocket watch of A Lange commissioned by

Adolf Hitler belore the WWII. MB&F must have

spotted the shortcomings of the bridgeless STT

design and made amendments accordingly

to improve the tourbillon's performance. Aiso

mirror-polished, the cock leatures a jewel with

gold chaton lor the central shalt. Shaped like the

three hammers on the balance wheel 01 Chinese

Calibre, the tourbillon carriage was hand-filed and

satin polished. Floating on the dial, it presents a

stunning visual effect.

The case back is equally eye-pleasing. The

8-shape movement with 81 (!) jewels is entirely

original. Two barrels each could be viewed on

both sides, and they appeared to be working

independently. The pair on the side 01 the crown

are manually wound, and the other two on the

right are wound by the rotor. The latter leature

a very exquisite design, drawing inspiration from

the weapon used by the protagonist ol"Goldorak

UFO Grendizer", a Japanese cartoon in 1970s.

Probably, it was Max's childhood hero. The

shape not just appears on ·the rotor and tourbillon

carriage, but also the Iront side of the clasp.

The rotor and the carriage were hand-finished,

calling lor tremendous technique in beveling and

the edging particularly lor the steel tourbillon

carriage. The finishing provides a hint on why

Swiss tourbillon is viewed more superior than

those made by Chinese people and the high priee

it commands: Swiss tourbillon is hand-made on
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one hand, and as neat as one made by machines

or computer-controlled instruments on the other.

The rotor is also engraved with the inscription

Maximilian Büsser and Friends.

While most of the press reports said two

of the piece's four barrels are manually wound

and the other two wound by the rotor, they in

lact work simultaneously in parallel and in series.

This means both the crown and the rotor wind

up ail lour barrels at the same time, and the only

difference is the sequence 01rotation. HM1 also •

has the first and only movement in a wristwatch

where the energy comes Irom both sides of the

regulating system. So it can not have two barrels

partially wound up and two others completely

wound. To achieve this there is a differential

gear train linking up both sides, so when the

rotor winds it will wind ail four barrels, and the

same for the crown. A L Breguet appeared to be

the first to design a timepiece with a regulating

system driven by two independent gear trains.

Peter Speake-Marin, a German independent

watchmaker responsible for HM1's movement,

made his debut tourbillon pocket watch a lew

years ago with a similar design. Inside its avant-

garde appearance, HM1 paid tribute to traditional

horology in a compelling way.

The right side of the movement has two

plates carrying inscriptions of Speake-Marin and

Laurent Besse, a specialist in movement making.

Like Opus, the piece has made prominent

reference to its creators. Alter using the watch

for a while, 1 found its manual winding to be

highly efficient, while a day of wearing could only

generation 20 hours of power. It proved that even

made of 22K gold, winding four barrels at the

same time is an uphill task for a rotor. So 1 would

wind up the watch manually and use the rotor as

reserve. Max told me that with four barrels, the

piece could have been designed to have 14-day

power reserve. Yet to optimize the quality of

energy supply, the barrels were set to have lower

»~II~H~"'j!jmt.,j;
Custom·designed hexagonal screws
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torque. The high-frequency tourbillon, as a result,

returned phenomenal amplitudes. It is not rare ta

see it at 300 ta 315 degrees in the first two ta

three days alter fully wound. and it ends in a very

constant and linear curve ta approximately 190 ta

200 degrees alter seven days (in fact the watch

should run for at least eight days). something

very important in tourbillon regulation.

Ta compile this eccentric piece MB&F

custom-designed a hexagonal screw. and

enclosed a dedicated tool for bezel fixing and

strap changing. Ta people as careless as me

the tool is very important ta avert scratching

the piece when changing strap. Two straps.

MB&F - Horological Machine No 1
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1was sa addicted to the beauty 01 the piece

two years aga that the deployant clasp 01 Chanel

J12 but like ETRO, 1gave up the idea eventually.

MB&F has been granted permission by Chanel to

testing machine ta give readers a reference.

one with pin buckle and another with

J12 has the best design in the world, and

deployant clasp. came with the watch. 1wrote

overwhelm the measure 01 a tiny seconds. Is there

daily. Instead 1 attach the data Irom a

My HM1 is NO.34 in seriai number.

anybody out there who thinks HM1 should be a

and thus lorgot to check how it performance

use it on HM1! For it lance considered buying a

1 always believe that the beauty 01 art should

chronometre?
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MB&F X ETRO

i~JEt:fEtîCrown on right

HÜEt [fiU:. Crown on top

HOTI [ofF Crown at bottol11

Accu~acy (Seconds)
lE1It.ft:4îJ*~~ Normal

operation variance per day

+9.3

+3.6

+10.0

+5.8

:. +5.0

i& ml [Ii] ~ Dial down

lf~*·~fr.Max. Variation

1q~J~'f!~Ave. Variation

+1.3

+8.7

+5.8
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